
From: M J Comfort
To: COSD, Redistricting
Subject: [External] Poorly made, sharpie looking blurry maps
Date: Thursday, December 2, 2021 11:47:53 AM

To the board of supervisors;

Having made an email comment to a local representative about L A blurring up the district maps in their UT paper I
have to apologize to L A, over my newspaper comments.  I just went into the supervisors maps shown online, that is
the saddest group of different maps I think I’ve ever seen. A kindergartener could have made better maps. They are
blurry, printing on top further blurs maps, just what the U T showed. I am shocked that the current 2nd largest city
in the state, puts out such poor, blurry map examples to the electorate. It reminds me of a certain recent White House
party using a sharpie to add a state to another group of states. So I am addressing you supervisors, the parties
responsible for those awful maps, that appear to be made with a sharpie. Doesn’t the county /cities have a person
with a degree in map making on staff? If so he/she needs to be replaced, if not you need to hire one. Rather than
slapping the district names on top of the map, obliterating areas,  you need to place the information to the side, or
underneath. You place a color block with the district # next to it.  You know, like they teach you to do in grammar,
secondary, high school, and college! I think the electorate can figure it out. Maybe you wanted the lines blurred to
keep disparaging emails like mine to a minimum. I couldn’t figure what district I’m in, due to those awful maps.

May Comfort
A shocked and dismayed County resident, since 1972, native born Californian since 1938!

Sent from my iPhone
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